
Grounding RJ45 ruggedized jacks
Many applications that require the use of higher data rates require proper grounding 
and shielding. To address this, L-com offers our Zinc-Nickel finished line of RJ45 
Ruggedized jacks which are designed to establish sufficient grounding between 
shielded cord sets and chassis ground. They also provide EMC/EMI shielding 
for applications where immunity to electromagnetic interference is crucial. The 
parts provide >0.033Ω for shielded cable to cable or cable to ground use. This is 
accomplished using a grounding plate, conductive O-ring and gasket. The parts adhere 
to and are tested to IAW MIL-STD-461F, RS103 for EMI emission and susceptibility.  
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Understanding Industrial Cables
L-com’s industrial cables are made to take a beating and keep on transmitting. They are able to accomplish this by utilizing special 
jackets and materials in their construction. Please use the following reference for a quick guide to understanding Industrial cables:
PUR cables are made using a Polyurethane 
jacket. They are tough, flexible, and resilient. 
This material can be stretched, smashed or 
scratched while remaining fairly indestructible. 
It can also be deformed over and over again and 
return to its original shape. 

FR-TPE means Flame-retardant Thermoplastic 
Elastomer.  It is a material similar to PUR that 
is strong when struck, hard if scratched and is 
resistant to various forms of chemical corrosion. 

It makes an excellent dense and protective 
jacket while remaining highly flexible.  

Halogen-free cables, as the name implies, are 
free of harmful halogens if burned. This protects 
valuable equipment and resources from the 
potentially harmful toxic or acidic smoke that 
can be found in other cable jackets.

Oil Resistant cables are made from materials 
that will not corrode or breakdown when 

exposed to most chemicals and oils found in an 
industrial environment.

UV Resistant cables are resistant to ultraviolet 
light and sunlight, as such, they will not weaken, 
be destroyed by or faded by light exposure.

Hi-Flex cables utilize a combination of flexible 
jackets with specialized stranded conductors 

An Industrial Bulk Cable Undergoing Flex Testing

What does transversely sealed 
Did you know that all of L-com’s new ruggedized RJ45 plugs, jam-nuts, 
flanges and in-line receptacles are transversely sealed? As the name 
implies, this means that they are waterproof. The parts meet or exceed 
IP-68 rating with or without dust covers or mated connectors engaged with 
the receptacle. The plugs and jacks are waterproof even without a mated 
cap or connector when submerged under 1 meter of water for up to two 
days! Your equipment will not be at risk from moisture or dust even if you 
lose or forget the dust cap!  

How to easily panel mount a Keystone style 
Keystone style refers to the snap-in mounting mechanism that many manufacturers have adopted. It is simple, requires no 

L-com’s two piece wall plate design hides 
the screw holes from view to provide a 
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Seat bottom retainer and pivot connector 
upward while depressing upper retainer.

Depress top retainer 
and  

Pivot  
connector 
upward
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Slide the dust cover up to 
connect a cable assembly. The 
dust cover will slide closed when 

Tool-less termination speeds installations

IDC contacts offer 
reliable connections 
that are easy to use

Gated connector  
can be closed after 
termination to  
prevent accidental 
disconnects

Slim keystone designEasy to use wire guide 
with dual EIA568A/B 
color code

Tool-less termination speeds installa-

IDC contacts offer 
reliable connections 
that are easy to use

Gated connector 
can be closed after 
termination to 
prevent accidental 
disconnects

Slim keystone designEasy to use wire 
guide with dual 
EIA568A/B color 
code

Align connector in 
proper orientation  
to the opening.

Easily panel mount a keystone style connector

Seat bottom retainer and pivot connector upward 
while depressing upper retainer.

Seat 
bottom 
retainer

Depress top retainer 
and snap connector in 
place.

Pivot  
connector 
upward

Connector fully seated.
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Keystone style refers to the snap-in mounting mechanism that many manufacturers have adopted. www.L-com.com/Videos/A10
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